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Community doesn’t stop.  Our Y facilities are gathering places for community 

in Kamloops, and we are guided by the core values of honesty, respect, 

responsibility, caring and inclusivity. It is through this lens that we approach this 

ever-evolving situation and work to ensure the Kamloops Y continues to be safe 

and welcoming. 

Every day, we are reminded of the changing landscape as the world deals with 

the COVID-19 pandemic. At this very difficult time, we want you to know that 

your YMCA-YWCA is working diligently to serve those in our community that 

need us most. The Kamloops Community YMCA-YWCA has closely followed 

guidance from the World Health Organization, Health Canada and the 

Government of British Columbia and will continue to do so, to ensure the health 

and safety of all our members, staff, volunteers and paritipants. 

With your valuable membership support and ongoing commitment, we are 

providing child care to health care employees, first responders, and critical 

workers; support for women and children fleeing intimate partner violence, a 

task all the more urgent during a pandemic; assisted memberships to those 

affected financially by COVID-19; virtual mental wellness programs for youth 

struggling with anxiety or other mental wellness challenges; and many more 

vital programs and services that are so needed in our community. Thank you for 

your commitment and support for our YMCA -YWCA team members working 

in our communities every day. 

We will get through this, and we’ll do it as a community.
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Bringing Community Home
We know that Y programs and services are critical to the 

health and wellness of our community, and even more 

so when times are difficult. Temporary shut-down and 

being unable to offer our full range of programs has 

challenged us to find new ways to support the people 

we serve.

Despite a cutback of in-person services, our Health 

and Fitness department was still able to support our  

members in a variety of ways, including virtual Group 

Fitness classes and regularly released on-demand 

workouts on our YouTube channel. We also launched 

YMCA@Home, which brought  even more On-Demand 

workouts, virtual YThrive programs, Wellness content, 

family activities and much more, to homes in our 

community at a time when we couldn’t be together in 

person. 

The pandemic and resulting Isolation has had a 

dramatic impact on mental health, as well as anxiety 

and depression levels in our community. Our Mental 

Wellness services are in high demand, and we were 

able to provide virtual support to over 120 individuals 

in the past year, and hope to support even more 

this year through new Mental Wellness programs. 

Along with the global pandemic, we’ve also seen what 

has come to be known as a Shadow Pandemic, as 

violence against women and children has intensified 

globally.  In our community we’ve seen more women 

and children accessing support services, and increased 

frequency and severity of violence, as the isolation of 

COVID has made it difficult to seek safety and support.  

Our Violence Against Women Intervention and 

Support Services provide women and children with 

needed safety, so they can begin to see possibilities 

of a life free from violence, giving them hope in a time 

that seems hopeless. 

Right now charities are facing financial pressures unlike 

they have ever experienced. Despite loss of revenue 

from cancellation of fundraising events, a steep drop-off 

of donations, cancellations of programs & services due 

to pandemic restrictions and unprecedented human 

resource challenges, the Kamloops YMCA-YWCA was 

successful in offering our Dream Home Lottery and 

50/50 draw, which raised $776,143.19. 

We are so grateful that the continued support of our 

community has allowed us to serve the people of 

Kamloops for the last 50 years, and we hope to be able 

to serve the generations to come.



Financials

2020 2019
Operations

Revenue $ 4,414 $ 4,666
Expense $ 4,190 $ 5,136 
Net $ 224 $ (470)

Balance Sheet

Current Assets $ 2,320 $ 1,682
Capital Assets  $ 1,563 $ 1,553 
Total Assets $ 3,883 $ 3,235

Current Liabilities $ 1,765 $ 1,348
Other  $ 151 $ 145
Total Liabilites $ 1,916 $ 1,493

Total Fund Balances $ 1,967 $ 1,742

Total $ 3,883 $3,235

Excerpts taken from the August 31, 2020 audtied financial statements.

Expressed in $1,000s

During 2020, the Association completed a software conversion for the purpose of member management and point 

of sale system. The Association implemented strategies to improve fiscal performance which resulted in positive 

results. The Association also adjusted operations and service levels in response to the Global Pandemic, where 

Federal and Provincial protocols were followed to ensure safe operations. 

While the association has undertaken significant cost cutting measures and implemented pandemic protocols it is 

expected that the impact on association operations will continue into the foreseeable future due to the unstable 

circumstances caused by the global pandemic.


